Abstract-A knowledge-based approach for fuzzy information retrieval is proposed, where interval queries and weightedinterval queries are allowed for document retrieval. In this paper, knowledge is represented by a concept matrix, where the elements The implicit relevant values between concepts are inferred by the transitive closure of the concept matrix based on fuzzy logic. The proposed method is more flexible than the ones presented in [61 and [11] due to the fact that it has the capability to deal with interval queries and weighted-interval queries.
I. INTRODUCTION HE PRIMARY purpose of establishing an information
T retrieval system lies in assisting the users to efficiently acquire desired information. Current models of information retrieval systems may be classified into the following categories [IS] : 1) Boolean logic models.
2) Vector space models.
3) Probabilistic models. 4) Fuzzy set models. Most commercial information retrieval systems currently still adopt the Boolean logic model. However, the information retrieval systems based on the Boolean logic model are rather restricted in applications since these systems are unable to represent uncertain information. If there is uncertain information, the query processing of these systems is not handled properly.
Several fuzzy information retrieval methods based on fuzzy set theory [21] have been proposed for improving the disadvantage of the Boolean logic model which is incapable of handling uncertain information, such as [6] , [ I 1]-[151, [191, 1201, and [22] . However, either efficiency or effectiveness of these methods are not satisfactory. In this paper,we propose a knowledge-based fuzzy information retrieval method to deal with documents retrieval, where the concept matrices are used for knowledge representation. The elements in a concept matrix represent relevant values between concepts. The implicit relevant values between concepts can be inferred by the transitive closure of the concept matrix based on fuzzy logic [21]. The proposed method allows the system's users to perform interval queries and weighted-interval queries. Efficient retrieving capability and flexible user's queries are consequently provided for.
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FUZZY SET THEORY
The theory of fuzzy sets was proposed by Zadeh in 1965 [21] . Let U be the universe of discourse, U = {ul. 112, . . . . ? i n } . and let A be a fuzzy set in U. then the fuzzy set A can be represented as:
where ,f.a. f.4 : U + [O. 11. is the membership function of the fuzzy set A: f A 4 ( u , ) indicates the degree of membership of ut in A.
If the universe of discourse U is a finite set, then the fuzzy set A can be expressed as follows:
If the universe of discourse U is an infinite set, then the fuzzy set A can be expressed as: Fig. 1 shows a concept network which is adapted from [ I l l , where C1,C2. . . . ; and C7 are concepts; d l , dp. d g . and d4 are documents. From Fig. 1 , we can see that document d2 can be expressed as a fuzzy subset of concepts, where d2 = {(Ci? 0.5); (Cz, I), ( C~~0 . 8 ) ) .
Let C be a set of concepts, C = {Cl,C2 :... C,,}. A concept network is assumed to consist of n nodes and some directed links. Let the value associated with the directed link form concept C; to concept C, be denoted by F(C;. (3,) ; where F is a mapping function, F : C x C + [O, 11, and F(C;, C,) E [0,1] . If the relevant value from concept C; to concept C, is F ( C z , C ] ) , and if the relevant value from concept C, to concept CI; is F (C,. C k ) . then based on the transitivity of link relationships, the relevant value from concept C; to concept CI; can be obtained by the following expression:
Similarly,ifF(Cl,Cp),F(C2,C,) :... andF(C,-l.C,,) are known, then based on the transitivity of relationships, we can get
Each document has a different relevant value with respect to each concept. The document descriptor for the document d, is defined as a fuzzy subset of the collection of concepts by the following expression: Each user's query can be represented by a query descriptor Q expressed as a fuzzy subset of the collection of concepts by the following expression:
where ~Q ( C ; ) .
f~ : C + [0: 11, represents the relevant value of the query descriptor Q with respect to the concept Ci. If the query descriptor Q is:
where 1 .O represents the relevant value of the query descriptor Q with respect to the concept C,, then the relevant value of document d2 with respect to concept C, can be calculated. From Fig. 2 , we can see that there are three different routes which can be applied for determining the relevant value of document d p with respect to the concept C3.
I ) The first route is: C, + C1 + dp.
respect to concept C, can be determined as follows:
Based on [ 111, the relevant value of document d2 with
2 ) The second route is: C g + C, --f C2 + dp. Based on [ 111, the relevant value of document d2 with respect to concept C, can be evaluated as follows:
Min (0.8.0.9. 1) = 0.8
3) The third route is: C, + C, + Cj + dp.
respect to concept C, can be evaluated as follows: 
M =
The reasoning procedure should be repeated n times if there are n documents. If compound queries (i.e., queries with AND connectors or OR connectors) are used instead of simple queries, the reasoning process would slow down and become inefficient. As a result, once practically implemented, the concept network approach presented in I l l ] would have its limitations and would consequently be unable to satisfy the requirements of most users in terms of speed. Furthermore, in a concept network presented in [ 111, relevant values associated with directed links must be real values between zero and one. However, if we can allow them to be represented by real intervals between zero and one, then there is room for more flexibility. In this paper, we allow relevant values associated with directed links in a concept network to be represented by real intervals between zero and one.
IV. CONCEPT MATRICES
In this section, the definitions of concept matrices are presented to model the concept networks presented in [ 1 I ] . The definitions of concept matrices and the transitive closure of the concept matrices are described as follows. A concept matrix M has the following properties: 1) Reflexivity,
where rI is the number of concepts, f l , E [O. 11. 1 I 1 I n. and 1 I J 5 n. and let (see (9) at the bottom of the page),
where "V" represents the Max operation, and "A" represents the Min operation. Then, there exiqts an integer p 5 rt -1.
such that 1 1 . 1 " = MP+l = Mp+' = . . t (please see [8, p. 1171) . Let T = MP, 7' is called the transitive closure of the concept matrix M .
Sometimes, the relevant value between concepts may hardly be represented by a crisp real value between 0 and 1. In this case, the relevant value between concepts can be represented . " c,,
where rn is the number of documents, n is the number of documents desired by the user must not contain the concept C,. Furthermore, if the user considers that certain concepts may be neglected, then the user does not have to assign the degrees of strength with respect to such concepts in the query descriptor vector ij. The symbol "-" is used for labeling a neglected concept. Therefore, if z; = "-". then it indicates that concept C, is a neglected concept. In this case, the concept C;
would not be considered in the document retrieval process.
Example 5.1: Assume there are five concepts in a fuzzy information retrieval system, and assume that a query descriptor I ) is specified to retrieve any document having a degree of strength of 0.6 with respect to concept C2. a degree of strength of 0.9 with respect to concept C,. and concept Cj excluded, i.e., Q = { ( C 2 .
0.6). (C4. 0.9), (Cs. 0)). Then, based on the vector representation method, the query descriptor Q can be represented by a query descriptor vector ij shown as follows:
-(1 = (-. 0.6, -; 0.9.0).
In IS], a similarity measure was proposed for calculating the degree of similarity between two real values. Let .c and y be two real values between zero and one. The degree of similarity between .cand y can be calculated by the function T . Le., A query expression can be subdivided into two types: 1) AND-connected queries: A query can be easily expressed by a query descriptor vector representing the "AND" connections of concepts. For example, consider the following query descriptor vector q.
where the query descriptor vector ij means that the user wishes to retrieve any document containing the concepts C1, C,. and C4 having the degrees of strength of 0.6, 0.5, and 0.7, respectively. 2) OR-connected queries: A query expression is expressed by a number of query descriptors connected by OR connectors. For example, consider the following query expression:
( --,-.0.8.-.-) OR (--.0.7.-.-.-) .
It indicates that the user wishes to retrieve any document possessing the concept C, having a degree of strength of 0.8 or possessing the concept C2 having a degree of strength of 0.7. Consider the following OR-connected query: the degree of similarity between the query descriptor vector e and the documents can be expressed by a 1 x rn matrix RS,. where m is the number of documents, and 1 5 j 5 2. The degree of similarity between the query and the documents can be calculated as follows:
R S * ( d , ) = Max(RSl(d,).RS2(d7)). (13)
where RSl( I&) represents the degree of similarity between the query descriptor vector 5 and the ith row of the document descriptor matrix D* . RS2 ( d i ) If the retrieval threshold value X = 0.5, then the list of documents responding to the user is listed in a sequential order from the document with the highest retrieval status value to the one with the lowest retrieval status value, Le.,
In this case, the documents d j and d7
are not listed since their retrieval status values are less than the threshold value A. where X = 0.5. 
0.8).
RSl(d1) = 0.9: RS2(dl) = 0.9 RSl(d2) = 0.6, RS2(d2) = 0.9 RSl(d3) =0.4, RSz(d3) = 0.8
Then, we can get
Based on (13), we can get
If the retrieval threshold value is 0.5, then all the documents would be retrieved.
Consider the case of weighted queries for fuzzy information retrieval, where each query item in a weighted query can be expressed as an order pair:
where :E, is the degree of strength of the user's desired documents with respect to concept C j ; and 'iii; is the weighted value of the query with respect to concept C,. In this case, then the query descriptor vector i j can be expressed as follows: q = ((:El. w1). The user's query expression can be represented by a query descriptor vector ij. Le.,
where [xi,xh] indicates the desired degree of strength of the concept Ci with respect to the query, 0 5 xf 5 xp 5 1: uvnd 1 5 i 5 ri. The symbol "-" is used for labeling a neglected concept SO that such a concept would not be considered in a retrieval process.
In [23] , a similarity measure was described to measure the distance between two real intervals. Let A and B be two and a query descriptor vector (1 are assumed, Le., The relevant values of neglected concepts can be eliminated from the computation of similarity since these neglected concepts are not necessary factors for the retrieval process.
where ?ji and @j are query descriptor vectors. The degree of similarity between the query descriptor vector c1, and the documents can be expressed by a 1 x m matrix RSI',. where m is the number of documents, and 1 5 j 5 2. In this case, the degree of similarity between the query and the documents can be calculated as follows:
where RSV, ( d i ) ([0.S.O.8].-.-. [0.3.0.7] . [0.7. 11.-.-) OR (-. [0.6. 0.91. [0.4.0.6] The precision rate and recall rate with respect to query numbers in Fig. 4 . values in a n interval query.
The precision rate and recall rate with respect to different threshold If the retrieval threshold value is 0.5, then the documents $2 and d g will not be retrieved due to the fact that the retrieval status values of the documents d 2 and d j are less than the threshold value. From the above results, we also can see that the document $7 is the most suitable to the user's weighted interval query due to the fact that it has the largest retrieval status value.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a knowledge-based fuzzy information retrieval method based on the transitive closure of concept matrices, where weighted queries and weighted-interval queries are allowed for document retrieval. The proposed method is more flexible than the ones presented in 161 and [ 1 I ] due to theft that it has the capability to deal with interval queries and weighted-interval queries. Efficient retrieving capability and flexible user's queries are consequently provided for. We have implemented a fuzzy information retrieval system called MASTER based on the proposed method using Turbo C version 2.0 on a PC/AT, where one hundred books about computer science were acted as tested documents, and nineteen concepts were used to characterize these documents. According to [6] , the performance of the implemented system can be examined through the measures of recall rate R and precision rate P defined as follows 1181:
riiirriher of itcrris retrieved arid rclcvant total relevant in collcction nitrriher of items rrtrieved and relevant to t,al rc t,ricved Recall rate and precision rate are defined as the capability of accepting useful documents and rejecting useless documents, respectively. In this paper, four query types (i.e., simple queries, interval queries, weighted queries, and weightedinterval queries) are examined to measure the precision rate and recall rate of the implemented system MASTER. The curves of precision rate and recall rate with respect to different threshold values are shown from Figs. 3-6.
From these curves, some phenomenon were identified. The precision rate of the simple queries is similar to the interval queries, but interval queries are more flexible than the simple queries. The precision rate of weighted queries is higher than non-weighted queries. However, users can select the query types dependent on hidher requirements when retrieving documents.
The curves of precision rate and recall rate with respect to query numbers are shown from Figs. 7-10. We can see that the experiment results of the implemented system MASTER successful. 
